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       Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report 1: Table of Contents 1: Table of Contents 2: Project Motivation 3: Objective 4: Potential Approaches Option 1: Implementation of BABE and GRANDPA logic in Golang Option 2: Call existing Rust libraries directly from Go Option 3: Call existing Rust libraries from a WebAssembly VM 5: Project Approach 6: Architectural Overview and Key Components 6.1: Architectural overview 6.2: Relayer 6.3: Substrate-IBC module 6.4: Substrate Client 7: Verification of Substrate Chain 7.1: Validation mechanism 8: Implementation in Cosmos-SDK 8.1: Keeper 8.2: MessageHandler 9: Project Pseudocode 10: Implementation Roadmap 11: Conclusion 12: References 13: Acknowledgements 2: Project Motivation Polkadot is a sharded protocol that enables blockchain networks, built using Substrate, to inter-operate seamlessly at scale. The network enables developers to launch their application-optimized blockchain state machines (parachains), and have validators of the Polkadot network secure them. Polkadot simplifies the blockchain development experience by 22nd April 2020 Page 1 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report removing the need to source validators, incentivize them, and continually manage the validation community. A quantum improvement to the Parachain developer experience would be the ability to interoperate with other blockchain networks seamlessly. For instance, the Terra network issues KRW and USD stablecoins, which could function as collateral in Polkadot parachains. The overarching aim of this project is to build tools for the inter-operation of Substrate chains with Cosmos-SDK chains using the IBC protocol. The Inter-Blockchain Communication (IBC) protocol aims to connect a variety of disparate chains, each with their own features and purpose, via a trustless communication protocol. This allows value to flow freely between chains and enables developers to build more complex cross-chain applications. The current implementation of IBC focuses on connecting chains based upon the Cosmos-SDK framework. At present, it is not possible to bridge non-Tendermint chains, such as those based upon Substrate, via IBC. This project aims to take the first steps towards allowing Substrate-based chains to interoperate with Cosmos-SDK based chains via IBC. The scope includes allowing the Cosmos-SDK framework to verify and follow headers emitted by a Substrate chain. We hope to demonstrate, by proof-of-concept, the feasibility of a Cosmos-SDK chain trusting a Substrate chain, based upon BABE block production and GRANDPA finality gadget. 3: Objective The objective of this project is to create a proof-of-concept implementation, whereby the Cosmos-SDK chain can follow Substrate consensus, keeping track of finalized headers and authority set changes emitted by GRANDPA and BABE algorithms. 4: Potential Approaches We identified three potential approaches that we could have employed in the undertaking of this project, each with their advantages and disadvantages. Option 1: Implementation of BABE and GRANDPA logic in Golang Reimplementing the Substrate block production, consensus, and finalization logic in Golang was a leading early choice. The first, and currently, the only implementation of Tendermint and Cosmos-SDK is in Golang. Reimplementing this logic is Golang would allow us to easily add functionality to the existing Cosmos modules without any additional overhead. However, there is a significant disadvantage to this approach. Any changes to the upstream (Substrate) block production or finalization behaviors require an update of this Golang code, a new release of the 22nd April 2020 Page 2 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report Cosmos-SDK, and an upgrade to every chain that relies on the functionality to interact with a Substrate-based blockchain. Besides, this path introduces significant potential for bugs and edge cases in the final implementation. Option 2: Call existing Rust libraries directly from Go It is possible, with the use of bindings such as RustGo, to call Rust code directly from Golang. Such a primitive would allow us to reuse the upstream Rust crates directly from the Cosmos-SDK Golang modules. However, on closer inspection, while these bindings make this possible, the bindings are far from mature and not suitable for use in serious implementations. This option may become viable in the future, but at this time is not considered a suitable approach for this project. For this reason, we decided against this path. Option 3: Call existing Rust libraries from a WebAssembly VM A third option exists, whereby upstream Rust crates, wrapped in minimal Rust code, can be compiled to a WebAssembly (Wasm) binary, which can then execute in a low-weight virtual machine (VM). Building on the work of the CosmWasm project, which aims to bring Wasm - and by extension, Rust - smart-contracts to the Cosmos-SDK, we can call the appropriate entry point in the Wasm-compiled code directly from Cosmos-SDK message handler logic. This option shares the advantage of Option 2, of using upstream BABE and GRANDPA crates and thus avoids hard to debug edge cases in a reimplementation. Also, it provides the following desirable features: ● As the Wasm binary is distinctly separate and decoupled from the Cosmos-SDK logic, any required upgrade of the validity predicate logic does not require a new release of the Cosmos-SDK and the upgrade of numerous chains. Upgrades of the validity predicate and Cosmos-SDK codebase are entirely independent of one another. Upgrades may become a function of a governance process, or could potentially be automated by introducing a new message type that delivers a new package of Wasm bytecode directly from the source chain in the event of an upgrade. These features are, however, beyond the scope of this project, and necessitate deeper exploration at a later stage. ● We can make the interface between the Golang Cosmos-SDK logic that calls the Wasm binary application logic suitably generic, which delivers an interesting long term advantage. In theory, a WebAssembly-based IBC handler can support any blockchain or framework whose validity predicate is compile-able to a Wasm binary. 5: Project Approach Given the above analysis, Chorus One has chosen option 3. The following points guide our design decisions: 22nd April 2020 Page 3 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report ● Chorus One shall, where possible, utilize existing Substrate crates and libraries. Such re-utilization reduces the risk of introducing errors and edge cases. The upstream Substrate project continues to maintain the predicate and state code. Chorus One will develop any wrapper code required by the WebAssembly implementation. ● Chorus One will implement a WebAssembly VM into the existing Cosmos-SDK project that handles inbound messages from Substrate chains. The payload from such messages offloads to the Wasm bytecode for verification. ● We highlight that the performance of compiled Wasm binary may be suboptimal, as it is running in a context (a Tendermint transaction) in which certain resources, such as local access to the foreign chain, are not necessarily available. However, we do not expect the performance difference to be significant. Benchmarking and optimization of this logic fall outside the scope of this project. ● Incoming data should always be validated regardless of the source to ensure maximum security. A relayer is an interested, perhaps financially motivated, third party that serves to transfer data from a Substrate to a Cosmos SDK chain. Even if the relayer validates some aspect of the incoming header, the Cosmos-SDK module subsequently re-validates the same. Such an architecture implies no trust in the relayer. a. Advantages: i. Since the relayer is not considered trustworthy, in the event of a malicious takeover of the relayer node, the bridge will not be compromised. ii. Running and maintaining relayer can be undertaken by any third party. b. Disadvantages: i. The validation of some aspects of an incoming header duplicates across the relayer and Cosmos SDK. While such duplication may be considered 'suboptimal,'; it is necessary for the removal of trust from relayers. The rest of the document covers the key components, data flow, how the Substrate chain is verified, and implementation details of the Cosmos SDK. Section 6 details the main parts of the project, the relayer, the Cosmos SDK module, and the Substrate Client for validation. Section 7 describes how the Substrate Client executes its validation task. Section 8 describes the design of a Cosmos-SDK module to validate Substrate data and its interface with the rest of the IBC module. 22nd April 2020 Page 4 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report 6: Architectural Overview and Key Components 6.1: Architectural overview The following diagram describes the different components of our solution, and how they connect with one another. 22nd April 2020 Page 5 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report The solution comprises of three key components, covered in sections 6.2-6.4: Relayer: Relayers are applications that can be run by any interested party. Relayers receive Substrate headers, validate them, package relevant data into Cosmos transactions, and submit them to the destination chain with appropriate transaction fees. Economic incentive models for relayers are implementable in the future but are outside the scope of this project. In the diagram above, the top left details our relayer design. It consists of websockets to gather data from a Substrate chain, a cache for the storage of headers, justifications, and authority sets, and a module to build and transmit sdk messages. Section 6.2 covers the relayer design in depth. Substrate-IBC Module: This is a Cosmos-SDK module geared towards the task of handling messages containing Substrate data. It also allows for the instantiation of the Substrate client Web Assembly code. In the future, the module can enhance to define a governance process for the upgrade of the Substrate Client. Sections 6.3 and 8 detail this part of the project. Substrate Client: The project ships a Substrate Client consisting of WebAssembly bytecode uploaded to, and executed by, the Substrate-IBC module. This client is responsible for the verification of the header data submitted by a relayer. The diagram above represents it as 'Wasm' in the Substrate-IBC module. Details on the design of this component are found in Sections 6.4 and 7. 6.2: Relayer The project shall ship a simple relayer application, with the following responsibilities: ● Open a websocket to a Substrate node. ● Subscribe to the chain_finalizedHeaders topic, and consume emitted messages. ● On receipt of finalized headers, extract (via the websocket) blockhash, justification, and authority set data; this data must be cached in order to validate future blocks. ● Wrap these data in a Cosmos sdk.Msg; create an cosmos-sdk.StdTx transaction object for consumption by Cosmos-SDK. ● Submit the cosmos-sdk.StdTx transaction to the Cosmos-SDK chain. 6.3: Substrate-IBC module The project delivers a Cosmos-SDK module with the functionality that: ● Allows interested parties to upload Wasm bytecode, for the verification of Substrate data, via CLI. ● Allows the instantiation of uploaded bytecode as a ‘Client.’ 22nd April 2020 Page 6 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report ● Implements relevant message types and message handler to allow the module to consume transactions submitted by the relayer. Section 8.2 covers these message types. ● Pass payload to Wasm Client for verification. 6.4: Substrate Client The project ships a Substrate Client consisting of WebAssembly bytecode uploaded to, and executed by the Cosmos-SDK module. The responsibilities of the Substrate Client include: ● Obtain the initial root of trust data from the user initialising the Client, most likely an owner or administrator of a future Substrate-Cosmos SDK bridge. Initialization is performed by a Cosmos-SDK CLI command. ● Unmarshal payload into data structures, as required by upstream Rust libraries. ● Verify header data submitted by relayer. ● Validate finalized headers using BABE’s check_header validation using current BABE epoch data. This epoch data includes authority set and randomness. If justification exists, verify the same and mark block as finalized. If the validation check fails, report misbehavior, and halt the Client. ● Update the state of the Cosmos SDK module when validation check passes. Details on the verification logic of the Substrate chain are covered in Section 7. 7: Verification of Substrate Chain We must focus on headers marked as finalized by GRANDPA. In a chain of headers x0 → x10, where headers x0, x4 and x10 are emitted by GRANDPA as finalized, we are unable to process headers x1 → x3, and x5 → x9 until the subsequent finalized headers are received. Waiting for receipt of finalized headers has the effect of batching headers between finalization events. We are unable to submit any data to the destination chain, which still has the potential to be rolled back on the source chain. 7.1: Validation mechanism Substrate has the concept of import_queue, which is a queue-like mechanism with pluggable block verification and block import logic that takes blocks as input passes through verification functions, subsequently stored in state conditional on verification succeeding. We will create an import_queue implementation, with BABE verifier and GRANDPA and BABE block import logic. To correctly assert that the imported block is valid, we need to check that the block is valid as per the block production algorithm and the block finalization algorithm. We are required to maintain the current authority set for both algorithms, for the validation to function correctly, and 22nd April 2020 Page 7 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report mark blocks as finalized as per justification provided. The authority set(s) for both BABE and GRANDPA consensus algorithms will be stored by both the relayer and the Cosmos SDK module. Substrate has block import logic for BABE and GRANDPA, to maintain and validate current authority sets, as well as marking blocks as finalized after verifying justification. The BABE verifier’s task is to verify if the current authority set signed the block header. Combining all of these in import_queue makes individual verification and state transition more manageable. 8: Implementation in Cosmos-SDK The Cosmos-SDK implementation is in the form of a module - this can either be an extension to an existing IBC module or a simple standalone module - the concepts are the same regardless. Sections 8.1 covers the keeper, and Section 8.2 covers the message handler. 8.1: Keeper The module Keeper, a standard Cosmos-SDK component, is responsible for all state management within a module. It defines the storage keys for stored data and comprises methods that manage state transitions. Our Keeper must manage Wasmer - the interface to the Wasm runtime - so we have a single, consistent interface through which to instantiate and subsequently make calls to the Wasm code. 8.2: MessageHandler Another Cosmos-SDK component is the MessageHandler. Every module that defines new message types has its own MessageHandler. When the module is initialized in the application boot logic, each module registers it’s handler and associated routing key with the application. Any messages included in a block with the aforementioned routing key can be routed to the correct module and, by extension, its message handler for processing. When the MessageHandler receives a datagram that decodes to an object implementing the sdk.Msg interface, it is passed to a function that has handles that specific message type. The MessageHandler needs to define three new message types: 1. MsgStoreCode: Containing a payload of Wasm bytecode, its MessageHandler will call, via the Keeper, the Wasmer instance to validate the Wasm bytecode. If the code is valid, the Keeper writes the data to the leveldb datastore for future use and returns a reference to this code. In the event the code is invalid, an error is returned. 2. MsgCreateClient: This message specifies the reference to a previously uploaded Wasm bytecode instance, created by a MsgStoreCode instance. In addition, an identifier (the source chain’s chain ID) and any arguments required to instantiate the 22nd April 2020 Page 8 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report Client, for example, the root of trust and initial authority set are also passed. The message handler will, post-validation of inputs, call via the Keeper to Wasmer, to instantiate an instance of the Wasm bytecode, herein referred to as the Client. This causes the init() method within the Wasm bytecode to be called, allowing the Client to be correctly configured. A Result is returned, including a reference to the instantiated Client in Wasmer, which is stored by the Keeper, and a log of output from the Wasm code. 3. MsgWrappedPacket: A message containing the identifier of the Wasm Client to execute, and Data, and a payload of SCALE-encoded data structures emitted by Substrate. The payload of this message can be passed directly to the Wasm code as an argument and can be handled thereafter by the Wasm code running in the VM. The MessageHandler calls, via the Keeper and Wasmer, the execute() method in the Wasm code; this takes the payload as an argument, executes the Rust verification logic, and returns a Result, including the current Client (ergo, chain) State, which is stored by the Keeper, and a log of output from the Wasm code. 9: Project Pseudocode Pseudo-code pertaining to the verification logic, relayer and Cosmos-SDK module can be found here: https://github.com/ChorusOne/substrate-ibc 10: Implementation Roadmap Stage Deliverable Status 1. Write pseudocode for verification logic and simple, Complete unidirectional Substrate to Cosmos header relayer. 2. Implement a simple Cosmos-SDK module to enable the In progress instantiation and execution of a Wasm validity predicate. 3. Implement basic unidirectional relayer application. In progress 4. Implement Wasm compatible Rust code for verification of In progress Substrate chain block headers and finality proofs. 5. Integration of stages (2) and (3), and testing Not yet started 6. Create a demo video, and present to relevant stakeholders. Not yet started 22nd April 2020 Page 9 Chorus One AG. Chorus One AG Substrate Header Validation on Cosmos SDK: Phase One Report 11: Conclusion In summary, Chorus One is to create a proof-of-concept implementation of a unidirectional bridge between a Substrate blockchain, and a Cosmos-SDK blockchain. The proposed solution will employ a custom Cosmos-SDK module (or extension to existing IBC module), with an internal Wasm virtual machine, to run a Wasm-bytecode validity predicate compiled from standard Substrate BABE consensus and GRANDPA finality libraries, wrapped in custom Rust logic to provide a standard interface to the Cosmos-SDK module. This approach maximizes the reuse of existing code, minimises the creation of new code, thus avoiding the introduction of defects and minimising future maintenance effort. Along with the report, we have detailed the components that will be delivered by the project, and provided pseudocode describing the behaviour of those components. 12: References 1. IBC Specification: https://github.com/cosmos/ics/tree/master/ibc 2. Wasm: https://webassembly.org/docs/high-level-goals/ 3. CosmWasm: https://www.cosmwasm.com/docs/intro/overview 4. Substrate repository: https://github.com/paritytech/substrate 13: Acknowledgements We would like to thank the Web3 foundation for their financial support, and Dieter Fishbein (from that organisation) for his vote of confidence in us. Zaki Manian deserves special mention for his pivotal role in shaping our approach by pointing us to the Wasm based light client paradigm. Engineers from Parity - Tomasz Drwiega, Svyatoslav Nikolsky, Andre Silva - helped us get up to speed on Substrate and bolstered the execution of the project. 22nd April 2020 Page 10 Chorus One AG. 
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